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which provide relatively huge gaps. This is not in the spirit of a uniform
continuum.
We will now argue that this is because, for example the nucleons are bound
together, so also the electrons and the nucleons are bound together, the
atoms in the molecules are bound together... and so on with subsequent
gaps, which leads to some interesting scale dependent consequences, all this
in the context of a Brownian underpinning.
2 The Fractal Universe































































cms is the typical size of a galaxy, l
3
 1 light year is




is the number of stars in a





ber of elementary particles, typically pions in the universe and l is the pion
Compton wavelength.
The relation (7) was observed nearly a century ago by Weyl and Heddington.
2
It was shown (Cf.ref.[7]) that far from being empirical this relation can be
deduced on the basis of the uctuational creation of particles from a back-
ground Zero Point Field or Quantum Vacuum, in a scheme which leads to a
cosmology consistent also with Dirac's large number coincidences[9] and in




From this point of view the Random Walk character of equation (7) is not
accidental, and this reasoning could be extended to equations (4),(5) and
(6), in the light of equations (1), (2) and (3). This is against the spirit of
deterministic mechanics and it may be mentioned that it leads to a fractal
character[10].
It may be observed that in all these cases we have a length, the Compton
wavelength or its analogue which denes regions of matter separating rela-
tively empty spaces.
Infact it was also argued in[8] that these scaled "Compton wavelengths" and







On the other hand equation (8) can be viewed as resulting from the Virial
Theorem[11], where the velocity is replaced by the velocity dispersion.
This velocity v would be dierent at dierent scales. For example for a black
hole it would be the velocity of light, while for galaxies it is  10
7
cms per
second[12]. It is this circumstance that produces the above scales leading to
fractality.
We could go one step further, because we expect that the same eect would
apply to solar type systems: The planets and other objects are bound quite
close to the sun compared to the interstellar distances. Infact we can verify
that this is so for Kuiper Belt objects which have been studied in the recent





gms their number is 10
10
while an application of equation
(8) shows that the velocities are  10
5
cms per second. It can now be shown











It is quite remarkable that the equation (9) also applies to elementary par-
ticles and Regge trajectories[14]. This is a further substantiation of the
rationale for the fractal structure given above in the light of bound systems
separated by relatively large and relatively empty spaces and applies right
upto the level of galaxies[15].
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